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t he semester began in Richmond, VA, where our 
beloved Fraternity was founded. Alongside me 
was my pledge brother Steven Fluegel (AK’16) 

and together we represented Alpha Kappa at the 
150th International Convention. There were numerous 
proposals passed by the International Fraternity, such 
as adopting the True Pike Experience, eliminating 
liquor at chapter events, and adopting a good 
Samaritan law. However, the most contentious of all 
was changing from an 8-week pledge process to a 
4-week pledge process, and it did not pass. Alpha 
Kappa was awarded our 15th consecutive Smythe 
Award, the top award a Pike chapter can attain, 
and we were recognized as having the best new 
member education system out of all Pike chapters. 

Recruitment went well, as always, thanks to the diligent 
work of many actives meeting potential new members 
at events in Kansas City, St. Louis, attending PRO Days 
in Rolla, going to dinners, and making use of alumni 
referrals. Our new member education team, led by Luke 
Schnieders (AK’15) was zealous in their efforts to mold 
the men into Alpha Kappa Pikes, and 31 were initiated 
into our sacred bonds. This group of young men has a 
lot of potential athletically, scholastically, and as soon-
to-be-leaders of this fraternity, and I am truly excited to 
see what they are able to accomplish in their time here. 

As for our chapter operations, we succeeded in 
all fronts, adopting new programs and building 
upon already-successful programs our chapter has 
established. This semester, Alpha Kappa reclaimed 
our throne of Greek Week Champions, thanks to the 
direction of Jacob Hunter (AK’16), and our Hercules 
champion Brandon Jaegers (AK’16). We were able to 
dominate nearly every major event, and won by the 
largest margin in recent memory, sweeping Kappa 
Sigma by over 50 points. We also placed first in 
Homecoming, with our King and Queen candidates 
winning their races and helping put us on top along 
with our Homecoming float. Dad’s Day was a huge 
success, with an overwhelming number of people in 
attendance, where many fathers got to enjoy the Golf 
Scramble, scholarship presentations, and yard games 
that Alpha Kappa had to offer. Alpha Kappa went on 
three out of town community service trips and held a 
successful Strike Out Diabetes philanthropy event. 

The Fraternity landscape is changing rapidly. As the 
International Fraternity is looking to eliminate alcohol 
in the house, move toward shorter 
new member education processes, 
and avoid detriment news 
headlines in the media, Chapters 
looking to maintain longevity must 
hone in on brother accountability. 
We have something special that 
has been built since 1905 here in 
Rolla, and to ensure preservation, 
our Chapter going forward needs 
to take a stand for our values, rethink 
traditions, look after one another, 
and be our brother’s keeper. We 
need to do this not only for us, but also to ensure many 
generations to come will be able to grow as men as 
an Alpha Kappa Pike in the future, building close 
bonds, learning our values, and creating memories to 
last a lifetime. I am certain that the difference between 
successful chapters and ones that won’t be here in ten 
years is holding each other accountable for our actions, 
and taking a stand for what’s right. Let’s continue to 
build upon the dynasty that has been established. 

In the bonds, 

Davis Perry (AK’16)  
SMC, Fall 2018

Davis Perry (AK’16)   
SMC, Fall 2018
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President’s Letter The Academy

International
In July of 2018, the Alpha Kappa chapter sent two 
active members, incoming SMC Davis Perry (AK’16) 
and his pledge brother Steven Fluegel (AK’16) to the 
Pi Kappa Alpha International Convention. This was 
a very unique convention, as the 150th International 
Convention was hosted in Richmond, VA: the roots of 
Pi Kappa Alpha. There, Davis and Steven stayed with 
recently graduated AK alumnus, Chris Zdvorak (AK’15). 
Davis and Steven attended many informational sessions 
including how to bolster recruitment, along with health & 
safety programs for the chapter. Davis represented Alpha 
Kappa in the legislative session, which takes place 
every two years, and was able to take part in history. 
The International fraternity was trying to pass legislation 
to shorten the pledge process from 8 weeks down to 4 
weeks, and after consulting with his executive board, 
stood up and made a motion to table the discussion 
until the 2022 Convention, which was passed. Davis 
decided to push for a table due to the lack of information 
being given to the voting members, and a lack of 
undergraduate members on the task force in charge of 
making the recommendation. The rest of the legislation 
was passed, including an updated Fraternity Standards 
document, an adoption of a new mentor/mentee 
program, a restructuring of initiation, and the adoption 
of the True Pike Experience (post-initiation education). 
Davis and Steven also were able to take part in the 
initiation of one of Littleton Waller Tazewell’s (Bradford) 

   c o n v e n t i o n

ABOVE:  Davis Perry 
(AK ‘16), Chris Zdvorak 
(AK ‘15), and Steven 
Fluegel (AK ‘16) pictured 
following the awards 
ceremony in Richmond, 
Virginia. 
 
RIGHT: Alpha Kappa is 
proud to announce that 
we have been awarded 
a Smythe Award for the 
15th consecutive year.

descendants! It was truly incredible seeing the ritual take 
place at the International level, with the Alpha chapter’s 
leadership at the helm. Davis and Steven were taken aback 
visiting 47 West Range at the University of Virginia, getting 
to see where it all began. It was surreal imagining our 
Founders sitting in that room deciding the meaning behind 
the symbols, name, and early ritual. At the Awards Banquet, 
Alpha Kappa was honored to receive our 15th consecutive 
Smythe award, along with being recognized with the top 
New Membership Development program in the nation. 
Other awards include the Orions Excellence award, the 
100+ man chapter award, International Work Day award, 
100% phi phi kappa 
alpha club award, and 
the Scholarship plate.

CN
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Greel Week

The Alpha Kappa chapter comes 
together and reclaims the title 
as Greek Week Champs!  
After the loss of Greek Week 2017, Alpha Kappa knew 
that they would need to eliminate the complacency of 
the previous year, dominate every event in order to earn 
the trophy this year, and show the other fraternities that 
Pi Kappa Alpha will not accept second place. Greek 
week consisted of many competitions in athletics, design 
competitions, and participation events. Jacob Hunter 
(AK’16) took on the hefty task of Greek Week Chair and 
led the house to victory. With the help of his sub-committees, 
he was able to bring the traveling trophy back home. After 
the long nights, extra practices, and countless meetings, 
everything paid off when it came time for the competition. 
One of the highlights of the entire week is the Hercules 
competition, where one member from every fraternity 
competes in a multitude of events to be the overall best 
athlete of male greek life. Our very own Brandon Jaegers 
(AK’16) not only took home the coveted Hercules belt 
but blew the competition out of the water in almost every 

single event. He competed in events that tested his speed, 
strength, and muscular endurance. He placed first or second 
in nine out of the twelve events for Hercules and was a 
centerpiece of almost all athletic events for Greek Week.

Alpha Kappa had something to prove this year and scored 
first in many of the athletic competitions including chariot 
race, basketball, ultimate frisbee, volleyball, soccer, punt/
pass/kick, obstacle course, and the biggest battle of mental 
toughness of all of Greek Week, tug of war. The tug of war 
match lasted over two minutes and thirty seconds and Pike 
was three inches from losing and brought the rope all the 
way back to win the final competition of Greek Week. The 
result of this year was a direct result of the effort from not 
only the athletes that get immediate recognition but all of 
the members, new and old, that worked behind the scenes 
to ensure victory for Alpha Kappa. Several new members 
stepped up in their respective sports including Michael 
Engelbert (AK’18), Collin Pepper (AK’18), Ben Mattes 
(AK’18), Joe Watkins (AK’18), James Michels III (AK’18). 
Alpha Kappa also proved to be artistically superior with 
an incredible painting by John Schweer (AK’16). Our 
success could not have been achieved without the behind 

Brothers Schnell (AK ‘15), 
Hunter (AK ‘16), Perry (AK 
‘16), Jaegers (AK ‘16), and 
Khale (AK ‘15) celebrate with 
the championship trophy.

Luke Schnieders (AK 
‘15) leaps and catches 
the frisbee during 
an ultimate frisbee 
competition.

2018
GReeKWeeK
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CN
Greek Week

the scenes efforts from Joshua Bax (AK’14), Alec Miller 
(AK’17), Caleb Fricano (AK’14), and Steven Fluegel 
(AK’16). The beauty of Greek Week is beyond all of the 
competition and rivalry, it is brotherly love that brings 
out the best aspects of everyone and brings everyone 
closer to accomplish something greater than themselves. 
Whether it is participation, competition, community 
service, artistic ability, or craftsmanship, Alpha Kappa has 
the men that step up to the plate when the house needs 
to take care of business on and off the field. Even past 
Greek Week chairs contacted Jacob Hunter to help in any 
way they can through their insight and experience even 
though they had graduated or were on co-op. Everyone 
felt what it means to live in PiKA through the challenge 
presented by Greek Week, and Alpha Kappa is excited 
to rise again to the challenge of Greek Week 2019.

Brothers Hagan (AK ‘16), Jaegers (AK ‘16), 
Fricano (AK ‘14), Hunter (AK ‘16), and 
Eikermann (AK ‘16) dominate the tug of war 
with the support of their fellow brothers.

With the support of his brothers, Brett Donner 
(AK ‘16) tosses a bean bag in corn hole.

Brandon Jaegers (AK ‘16) 
rises above three defenders 
for a marvelous catch.

Brandon Jaegers (AK ‘16) 
jumps up for a dominant 
serve in a volleyball match.

Jon Todd (AK ‘17) prepares for a 
serve in a volleyball match.

CN
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Intramurals Intramurals

Once again, the Alpha Kappa chapter had another 
successful intramural season this fall. We had over 50 
teams compete in various sports this semester ranging from 
very competitive Pikes A teams to our just for fun leagues 
where brothers can enjoy playing in less competitive 
leagues with their pledge classes. We also continued our 
winning and competitive tradition this semester finishing 
within the top three in every major sporting event.

The major sports which we won this semester were ultimate 
frisbee, floor hockey, and kickball. We competed very 
well in all other sports as well placing second in flag 
football and softball by very close championship games. 
Due to weather delays, the end of the softball season 
was finished in just one day. The boys showed out after 
a short season and had a great victory over Kappa 

Sigma to bring us to the finals where a great game was 
played on both sides with us taking second overall. 

Flag football was another great season with an undefeated 
record entering the playoffs after dominating in the 
regular season. The first game was one of dominance 
for the men of Pi Kappa Alpha, winning a blowout 
victory over Sigma Nu. The championship was played 
on a cold and snowy November night and even with the 
horrible conditions, a great game was played with Pike, 
unfortunately, losing a low scoring championship game. 

The semester came to an end with high hopes for 
the spring semester as we attempt to bring home 
yet another Greek intramural championship.

INTRAMURALS

Brother Matthew Hagan (AK ‘16) makes a 
move to get past a defender.

LEFT TOP: Volleyball: Joey 
Tiemann (AK ‘16) serves an ace 
over the net during a Pikes A 
volleyball match. 

LEFT BOTTOM: Volleyball: Kyle 
Carberry (AK ‘17) throws up 
the ball for a serve in a Pikes A 
volleyball match

RIGHT TOP: Floor Hockey: 
Austin Wiecher (AK ‘16) shoots 
in a goal for Pike during a floor 
hockey match.

RIGHT MIDDLE: Softball: Brother 
Jason Kostelnick (AK ‘18) swings 
for a base hit during a pivotal 
softball game. 

RIGHT BOTTOM: Flag Football: 
Brandon Jaegers (AK ‘16) lines 
up, preparing to catch anything 
thrown his way. 

CN
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Community Service Community Service

The brothers of Alpha Kappa assisted Pedal the Cause for the third 
consecutive year. The annual bike race featured over 3,500 riders that 
raised a collective four and a half million dollars. To help the efforts, forty 
members trekked to St. Louis for the weekend to set up the footprint, pack 
race day supply vans, and stock coolers. Saturday night, the men served 
food during Taste the Cause, a food tasting event featuring eleven chefs 
from various local restaurants. Sunday rounded out the weekend where 
the bothers manned their race day stations, verifying riders were safe on 
busy intersections. At the end of the day, the brothers worked late into the 
evening to help tear down the footprint and make sure we left a positive 
image for the fraternity. Pedal the Cause is a great organization making a 
lasting impact on the community.

The gentlemen of Alpha Kappa once again attended 
their traditional service trip this semester at YMCA Camp 
Lakewood in Potosi, MO. This service trip has always 
been one of the Chapter’s favorite and, as usual, the 
outing was an enjoyable time for all in attendance. Falling 
on the second to last weekend of the semester, the trials 
of both dead week and finals week were weighing on 
everyone’s minds. Despite this, everyone put their worries 
aside and had a great time helping out the camp. Alpha 

Kappa cleared hiking trails, trimmed bushes, and aided in 
painting the interior of a few selected cabins. The Potosi 
staff ensured we were fed well with delicious food and 
commended for our efforts. At the end of the day, our 
members were able to to build character through manual 
labor while helping out a great cause. Pike was once again 
asked back to help in the spring and we are all looking 
forward to it.

The gentlemen of Alpha Kappa once again attended their 
traditional service trip this semester at the Juvenile Diabetes 
Research Foundation (JDRF) annual One Walk. JDRF 
One Walk is a fun, family-friendly event where dedicated 
walkers, volunteers, and sponsors raise money to make 
living with type 1 diabetes safer and healthier until it is 
no longer a threat. The weekend of October 5–6, over 
60 men of Pi Kappa Alpha traveled to St. Louis to help 
JDRF however they could. On the first day, the brothers 
were tasked with setting up chairs, tables, tents, food & 
beverage stations, and course routes for the walk needed 
to start up the event. The next morning, the Pikes were 

split up into groups and were given assignments that 
ranged from manning registration and beverage booths to 
directing walkers throughout the route and cheering as the 
dedicated walkers passed by. Once the walk had finished, 
the brothers were responsible for taking down the course 
route, stacking chairs and tables, and cleaning the events 
ground. Alpha Kappa had an excellent time working up a 
sweat, hanging out with brothers, and meeting new people 
all while serving our community and promoting a great 
cause. Pike appreciates the opportunity to serve and looks 
forward to any further community service with JDRF.

JDRF ONE-WALK • ST. LOUIS

PEDAL THE CAUSE • ST LOUIS

Alpha Kappa sent over 60 men to St. Louis to assist in the JDRF One Walk.

Brother Riffell (AK ‘18) waves bikers in the right direction during Pedal the Cause

YMCA CAMP LAKEWOOD • POTOSI

Brothers pictured at Camp Lakewood in Potosi

CN

Brothers use teamwork to form a line for carrying water. 
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Campus Involvement Campus Involvement

Air Force ROTC 
Luke Carey  
Austin Powell,  
  SQ1/CC

American Society of 
Drilling Engineers 
Alex Burns

American Institute of  
Aeronautics and 
Astronautics 
Jake Anderson 
Kyle Carberry 
Joseph Ivanchuck 
Cole Looney 
Ben Softic

American Institute of  
Chemical Engineers 
Paul Benum 
Joseph Early 
Jesse George 
Jason Kostelnick 
Brandon Ochterbeck 
Joey Tiemann 
Macklin Zinselmeyer

American Society of 
Civil Engineers 
Josh Bax 
Brett Donner 
Danny Evers 
Ian Fitch 
Matthew Hagan 
Jack Henke 
Troy Kahle 
Jake McFail 
Zachary Price 
Eric Roettger 
Luke Schnieders 
Martin Vaupel 
Austin Wiecher 
Quinten Zak

American Society of  
Engineering  
Management 
Cole Cissell 
Steven Fluegel 
Chuck Kelley 
Zach Monroe 
Sean Perryman 
Kyle Schnell

Angling Club 
John Iffland 
Nolan Herbst 
Matt Klein

Army ROTC 
Nico Dalumpines 
Dakota Saylor, 
  MSII Cadet 
Joe Watkins

American Society of  
Mechanical Engineers 
Jake Anderson 
Brad Asselmeier 
Ty Bollweg 
Kyle Carberry 
Tyler Dachel 
Julien Denis, 
  Treasurer 
Dakota Eikermann 
Zach Eyler 
Hiroki Gavin, 
  Social 
James Gleeson 
Allan Gromilic 
Bradley Grothaus 
Matthew Hagan 
Eric Huenke 
Jacob Hunter 
John Iffland 
Alex Kardon 
Trevor Kopp 
Chancellor Kurre 
Harry Medler 
Jacob Mendez, 
  Contests & Prizes 
Danny Moeller 
Austin Nault 
Jack Nelson, 
  Secretary 
Chris Oswald 
Andrew Pappas 
Andrew Pavlik 
Davis Perry 
Blake Porter 
Michael Sallee 
Dakota Saylor, 
  President 
Beau Scruton 
Alexander Siampos 
Benjamin Softic 
Alec Stirnemann 
Jonathan Todd 
Andrew Wade 
Will Weishaar 
Ben Mueller

Associated General  
Contractors (AGC) 
Caleb Fricano 
Eric Roettger 
Luke Schneiders

Association for  
Computing Machinery 
(ACM) 
Thomas Taglieri

Career Opportunities 
Employer Relations 
Hector Trevino 
 
 

Chancellor’s 
Leadership Academy 
Hiroki Gavin 
Jesse George 
Thomas Himmelberg 
Taylor Keller 
Kevin Morris

Chi Epsilon 
Joshua Bax 
Troy Kahle 
Luke Schnieders 
Martin Vaupel

Cycling Club 
Chance Kurre

DECA 
Jacob Bayless,CFO 
Ben Hughes, 
Membership Chair 
Jacob Hunter, Pres. 
Alec Miller, Chief 
Admin Officer 
Jacob Mendez 
Jack Nelson 
Dakota Saylor

Emerging Leaders 
Institute 
Taylor Keller

Engineers Without 
Borders 
Dakota Eikermann 
Dan Enloe 
Nolan Herbst 
Jason Kostelnick 
Luke Matthews 
Harry Medler 
Jacob Mendez, 
Guatemala 
Danny Moeller 
Ben Mueller 
Austin Nault 
Drew Nelson 
Brandon Ochterbeck 
Davis Perry 
Collin Renth 
Hector Trevino 
Austin Wiecher

Foundry Educational 
Foundation 
Wayne Pugh

Formula SAE Electric 
Hiroki Gavin, Mgr 
Bradley Grothaus 
John Iffland 
Brandon Jaegers 
John Schweer 
Jon Zettwoch 
 

GAMMA 
Chuck Kelley

Greek Academy 
Jacob Hunter

History Club 
Drew Nelson

Honors Academy 
Jesse George 
David Murphy

Institute of Electrical 
& Electronic Engineers 
Cole Cissell 
Nico Dalumpines 
Michael Engelbert 
Dan Enloe 
Matt Klein 
Connor McCallister 
Kevin Morris 
Jack Nelson 
Garrett Thele 
Andrew Truong

Intrafraternity Council 
Alexander Burns 
John Schweer

Mars Rover Design 
Team 
Cole Cissell 
Mark Daming 
Jack Nelson 
Jonathan Todd

M Club 
Corey Jolitz 
Martin Vaupel

Material Advantage 
Wayne Pugh

Military Aerospace 
Society 
Austin Powell

Mine Rescue Team 
Creighton Miles

Miner Baja SAE 
Beau Scruton

Miners in Space 
Tommy Wieschaus 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MS&T Automotive 
Performance 
Engineering Society 
Ty Bollweg 
Caleb Fricano 
Allan Gromilic 
Eric Huenke 
Brandon Jaegers 
John Schweer 
Macklin Zinselmeyer

MS&T Club Baseball 
Garrett Thele

MS&T Lacrosse Club 
Ben Hughes 
Harry Medler 
Alec Miller

MS&T Ultimate 
Frisbee Club 
Kevin Morris

MS&T Varsity 
Basketball 
Michael Engelbert

MS&T Varsity 
Football 
Tyler Ferrell 
Dalton Major

MS&T Varsity Golf 
Austin Hoerstkamp 
Blake Porter 
Lenny Urbas

MS&T Varsity Soccer 
Paul Benum 
Kyle Carberry 
Julien Denis 
Eric Ferenbach 
Jesse George 
David Murphy, Cpt 
Sean Perryman 
Nicholas Posey 
Michael Sallee 
Tim Schreffl 
Tyler Sivadon

MS&T Volleyball Club 
Steven Fluegel

Multi-rotor Robot 
Club 
Thomas Neufeld

National Society of  
Leadership & Success 
Brody Boullion 
Tyler Dachel 
Sam Geers 
Trevor Kopp 
Kevin Morris 
Alec Stirnemann

Order of Omega 
Thomas Himmelberg 
Troy Kahle 
Taylor Keller 
Kevin Morris 
David Murphy 
Davis Perry 
Collin Renth 

Phi Eta Sigma Honor 
Society 
Jacob Bayless

Pi Tau Sigma Honor 
Society 
Trevor Kopp 
Davis Perry 
Alec Stirnemann 
Will Weishaar

Rocket Design Team 
Joshua Bruce 
Adam Koncki 
Cole Looney 
Blake Porter

Scrubs 
Jesse George 
Collin Renth

Society for Collegiate 
Leadership & 
Achievement 
Michael Sallee

Society of Hispanic 
Professional Engineers 
Jesse George

Society of 
Manufacturing 
Engineers 
Caleb Fricano 
Tommy Weischaus 

Society of Mining, 
Metallurgy, and 
Exploration 
Creighton Miles

Society of Petroleum  
Engineers (SPE) 
Alexander Burns 
Luke Matthews 
Wayne Pugh 
Drew Renner 
Tyler Sivadon 
Hector Trevino

Society of Physics 
Students 
Austin Powell 
 

Solar Car Design Team 
Taylor Keller

Spelunking Club 
Thomas Neufeld

STEP UP! 
Jesse George

St. Pat’s Board 
Adam Koncki 
John Schweer

Student-Athlete 
Advisory Committee 
David Murphy 
Blake Porter 

Students Today, 
Alumni Tomorrow 
Garrett Hooper

Student Union Board 
Cole Cissell 
Gavin Etz 
Taylor Keller 
Connor McCallister 
Zach Monroe 
Jack Nelson 
Dakota Saylor 
Kyle Schnell 

Tau Beta Pi Honor 
Society 
Kyle Carberry 
Bradley Grothaus

Theta Tau Omega 
Joe Early 
Corey Jolitz

Teacher’s Assistant 
Ty Bollweg 
Thomas Himmelberg 
Eric Huenke 
Wayne Pugh

Trap and Skeet Club 
Brett Donner 
Matthew Hagan 
Casey Kemerer 
Gabe Neura 
Chris Oswald 
Zach Price 
Eric Roettger 
Andrew Wade 
Matt White

Undergraduate 
Research 
Bradley Grothaus 
Wayne Pugh

Water Polo Club 
Hiroki Gavin

This fall the Alpha Kappa chapter worked to put together the first ever Pike Pups, 
an event supporting the adoption of puppies on campus. We teamed together with 
local animal organizations to bring out a wide variety of different dogs with the 
goal of getting them all adopted. The event was very successful and it drew a lot of 
attention from both students on campus 
and others living in the area. We are 
proud to say that all of the puppies 
brought out found homes where they 
will be loved and taken care of. Due to 
its success, all of the members of Alpha 
Kappa are looking forward to hosting 
similar events for years to come.

This spring, the Alpha Kappa chapter will be 
fully participating in the 111th Best Ever St. Pat’s 
competition for the first time in ten plus years. The 
change is in part to having two members on the 
Saint Pats board, John Schweer (AK ‘16) and 
Adam Koncki (AK ‘17). Having two members on 
the board really pushed the house in bringing back 
the tradition of competing in the competition that 
sets Missouri S&T apart from every other school. 
Jacob Hunter (AK ‘16) was the special events chair 
this year and set out to change the precedent of 
not competing. The recently elected special events 
chair Alec Miller (AK ‘17) was also Jacob’s assistant 
this fall semester and has implemented some of the 
change to get the house into the position to compete 
next spring. He went out most weekends with the 
F2K18 pledge class to dig up trees to serve as 
the Cudgel and Shillelagh for the Snake Invasion 
competition. The house is excited and bringing a lot 
of energy to our new endeavors.

involvement
C A M P U S

ST. PAT’S PREP FOR PIKES  
TEN YEARS GONE...  THE CUDGEL IS BACK!

Pike shield carved on a cudgel in preparation for St. Pats.

LEFT: Brother Jacob Mendez (AK ‘17) plays 
with a puppy in the Pike side yard during the 
Pike’s Pups event.

RIGHT: Brother Garrett Thele (AK ‘17) poses 
with a puppy from the Rolla Animal Shelter. 

PIKE PUPS 
PUPPY ADOPTION PROVES SUCCESS!

CN



As a new initiative this semester brother John Nelson 
(AK’17) was able to help get the chapter involved on 
campus by bringing in presidents of design teams to the 
chapter house for what proved to be a successful event. 
Presidents from the Mars Rover design team, American 
Society of Civil Engineers, Nuclear Science design 
team, American Society of Mechanical Engineers, the 
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, and 
several others all came over at the beginning of the 
semester to educate brothers about their respective 
teams and how to get involved with them. Making sure 
our brothers stay involved on campus is very important 
to our chapter, especially with an emphasis on the new 
members to help get them acclimated to college life. 
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DESIGN TEAM TALK
AWARENESS & INVOLVEMENT

Presidents from organizations across campus inform the 
men of Alpha Kappa of the many opportunities to get 
involved on campus.

CN

This fall semester, we had many brothers representing 
Pike in club sports. Brothers Garrett Thele (AK’17), 
Jacob Mendez (AK’17), Harry Medler (AK’17), 
Alec Miller (AK’17), and Benton Brightwell (AK’18). 
Brother Thele returned to the baseball club team for 

the second year and 
had a great semester 
with the team. 
Brothers Mendez, 
Medler, Miller, and 
Brightwell were all 
involved with the 
lacrosse club team 
along with brother 
Geers (AK’15) as 
the assistant coach. 
The lacrosse team 
is looking very promising with the involvement of the 
Pikes and the brothers enjoy meeting new people 
within the team while playing a unique sport not 
many people are versed in. Brother Mendez is also 
involved in the tennis club team along with lacrosse 
and had practices with either Tennis or lacrosse every 
weekday. Club sports are very demanding for a 
student that is attending S&T and has to devote hours 
of time into playing for that team. Even though it takes 
time, the brothers are always happy to represent 
Alpha Kappa on the field playing sports that we love.

CLUB SPORTS 
ALPHA KAPPA WELL REPRESENTED

LEFT: Brothers Mendez (AK ‘17) and Medler (AK ‘17) 
before a Missouri S&T Club Lacrosse game. 

TOP: Brother Garrett Thele (AK ‘17) before 
a Missouri S&T Club Baseball game.

As an undergraduate engineering student at Missouri 
S&T you are able to learn the math and theory behind 
engineering, but getting involved in research gives me 
an opportunity to use that knowledge and generate new 
knowledge that others can use. I started to get involved in 
research this past summer and liked what I was doing so 
much I continued on with a new project this semester. 

I do my research in the IAM (Innovative Additive 
Manufacturing) laboratory where this past summer 
my focus was using SLM (Selective Laser Melting) to 
create bandpass filters. During this project, I was able 
to use some of the newest and most advanced additive 
manufacturing machines and techniques available. This 

project was funded by Honeywell and I was able to work 
with engineers at their facility in Kansas City as well as 
graduate students and professors here on campus. I was 
very proud that the project was successful enough to get 
my work published at a major conference. 

This semester my research focused on the 
characterization of stainless steel powder used in (SLM). 
Getting involved in research has also given me insight on 
graduate school and what it takes to get a Ph.D. I plan to 
continue doing research as I feel it helps me succeed in 
the classroom as well as be an important experience for 
my future endeavors. 

BRADLEY GROTHAUS (AK’17) 
RESEARCH OPPORTUNIT IES GIVE INSIGHT & CLASSROOM SUCCESS

Bradley Grothaus (AK ‘17) doing research 
in the IAM research lab at Missouri S&T.
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MST CAREER FAIR NETWORKING
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Over the semester we have been fortunate 
enough to be able to have many leaders 
of the community come to our house and 
give us insight into some of their expertise 
this semester. Our brothers welcomed the 
Missouri S&T Chancellor, Chief Fagan of 
The Rolla Police Department, Rockhurst 
Pike (Kappa Epsilon chapter) alumni-S&T 
volleyball coach Andy Halaz, and the S&T 
soccer coach individually to our house 
for dinner and to talk with the chapter. 
The chancellor, Christopher G. Maples,  
told us about how he enjoys all of the 
individuals that he has come to work with 
while improving the campus and loves 
the Rolla community. Sean Fagan shared 
with us many of his encounters that he 
came across in the position of chief and 
the path he took to his position. Andrew 
Halaz provided some of his experiences with the 
Kappa Epsilon chapter of Pike and looks forward to 
continued interaction with our chapter. Our brothers 
welcomed Missouri S&T’s new soccer coach for the 
2018 year, Robert Cummings, to our house and to 
our campus. The coach was excited to be the new 
coach for the S&T team and was happy to see so 

many Pikes on the team. He told us about some 
of his past experiences coaching and was happy 
to extend advice to our chapter and encourages 
future cooperation with the brothers and the soccer 
team. Alpha Kappa was overjoyed to see so many 
of the leaders of the Rolla community offering the 
brothers people to look up to and can use these 
experiences to further their careers and be successful.

D I N N E R  G U E S T S  P R O V I D E 
I M P O R TA N T  I N S I G H T

For the second year in a row, the Alpha Kappa 
chapter hosted an Alumni Networking event the 
night before Missouri S&T’s biannual Career Fair. Set 
up by this semester’s alumni relations chair Bradley 
Grothaus (AK ‘17), past alumni that attended joined 
us for dinner and talked about their company, what 
they were looking for at the career fair as well 
as other many helpful tips that would prove to be 
beneficial in landing jobs, internships, and coops. 
As helpful as this event was for the members it also 
proved to be a good opportunity for the alumni 
who showed up to reconnect with the house and 
with brothers of old. We would like to thank the 
alumni who helped this event be a success. We 
hope to see more alumni at the next career fair!

Missouri S&T Women’s Varsity volleyball coach Andy Halaz, also a Pike 
from Rockhurst (Kappa Epsilon chapter), shares his experiences and 
knowledge with the men of Alpha Kappa

Many alumni returned to talk about the companies they 
would be representing at the career fair. 

Brotherhood

The brothers of Alpha Kappa have a long-standing tradition 
of organizing a Secret Santa every year. This year the event 
was put on by Luke Schnieders (AK’15) and proved to be a 
huge success with most of the chapter participating. Given 
out at the annual Christmas party, the gifts help strengthen 
the bonds between brothers and create a fun atmosphere 

for everyone involved. As well as the Secret Santa, a big 
brotherhood event this semester was our Christmas door 
decorating competition. Prizes were given to the best 
overall door as well as the most creative and funniest. The 
competition helps bring out the best in everyone and helps 
brothers relieve some stress before final exams.

Over the week of October 28th-November 3rd, the Alpha 
Kappa chapter hosted its bi-annual brotherhood week. Our 
members participated in several events and tournaments 
that were scheduled throughout the week. The tournaments 
included FIFA 17 and corn hole. Prizes were given to the 

winning teams for the tournaments and added a competitive 
edge to the games. Several other events were held over the 
course of the week as well such as our brotherhood bonfire. 
The week was an overall success, as we had a huge turnout 
for a majority of the events. 

Brotherhood Week

Brother Stirnemann (AK ‘16) 
opens his Secret Santa gift.

FUNChristmas
Strengthening bonds with Brotherhood week and Christmas fun.
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Summer Travels
Brothers Zoellner (AK’15), Khale (AK’15), Parker (AK’15), Higginbotham (AK’14), 

Husman (AK’15), and Wade (AK’15) visited Colorado Springs, CO

Philanthropy

Many companies around Rolla were excited to see us 
making a difference in the Rolla community. So much so 
that we have partnered with the Rolla Rotary Club and 
have set up plans to hold a big Fundraiser on February 
9th. We have decided that all of our proceeds from the 
Pi Kappa Alpha/Rotary fundraiser will go to St. Jude’s 
Children Hospital. We have held bi-weekly meetings with 
some of the leaders from the Rotary Club who have given 
us advice on the ins and outs of running fundraisers. It has 
been an eye-opening experience for all who have been 
involved in this event. The Rotary Club has provided an 
enormous amount of insight on fundraising that we would 
like to implement in the coming semesters. This is the first 
year we have started to learn about and use Crowdchange. 
Crowdchange is a way to raise more money by creatively 
engaging our donors with a customized fundraising 
website. With this, everyone will be able to easily donate 

to our different fundraising events online. From now on, 
we will attempt to make an event on the website pikes.
crowdchange.co for every fundraising event we would host 
in the future. This makes it so people can go and donate 
to our cause even if they are not able to make the event. 
.

Strike Out Diabetes Fundraiser

Working with the Rolla Rotary Club

On October 23rd the chapter held its annual Strike Out 
Diabetes Fundraiser at Coachlite Lanes, a bowling alley 
in Rolla. The event was run by brothers Harry Medler 
(AK’17) and Michael Sallee (AK’18). The event was a 
big hit and drew a good crowd. It was a hit in the Rolla 
community as well with almost half of our turnout being 
locals. Everyone was able to come hang out and bowl 
for cheap all while attempting to roll strikes in order to 
win prizes donated from many local Rolla businesses. 
Along with the fun of bowling with friends, we were 
also able to take part in the fight against diabetes. 

RIGHT: Many brothers participated in the Strike Out Diabetes 
event to help those with Type I Diabetes.

Brothers Riffell (AK ‘18), Zak (AK ‘18), and Medler (AK ‘17) pose while working the Strike Out Diabetes event at Coachlite Lanes in Rolla. 

Brothers Medler 
(AK ‘17) and 
Sallee (AK ‘18) 
have worked 
with Rolla Rotary 
Club members 
pictured.



Kyle shows his Pike pride while on the beach

BELOW: Kyle poses with the native birds

Kyle Carberry (AK‘17) works
for Animal Camp Jamaica This past summer I had the opportunity to spend my time 

working for Cub Creek Science Camp. This summer camp, 
based right here in Rolla, is the same place the I worked at 
last summer to establish Missouri residency and obtain in-state 
tuition. Going into this job last summer, I had no idea how 
much it would impact my life. After being a camp counselor 
all last summer and acquiring in-state tuition the thought hadn’t 
crossed my mind that I would be returning there again for 
summer 2018. I was contacted by my bosses again late in 
the fall with the proposition that if I returned to CCSC I would 
be given the opportunity to work at their secondary camp in 
Runaway Bay, Jamaica. After deliberating over the pros and 
cons of internship opportunities versus working for Animal 
Camp Jamaica I made the decision to spend my summer 
working abroad as a camp counselor. During the summer I, 
along with one or two other counselors, would escort groups of 
15-20 American children to Jamaica and help immerse them 
in Jamaican culture. Many of the campers aspire to work in 
fields such as marine biology, environmental conservation, or 
various philanthropic services so giving them the opportunity 
to see where their lives could be taking them was amazing. 
We brought campers all around Jamaica allowing them to 
swim with and study dolphins at Dolphin Cove, snorkel in the 
Jamaican reefs, explore foreign marketplaces and donate their 
time helping the Bus Stop Mission, which helps employ the 
underprivileged in Jamaica. On top of the educational aspects 
we also found time to have fun scaling waterfalls, soaring down 
zip lines, swimming in the luminous lagoon, and many more 
of the fun things there are to experience in tropical paradise.

Summer Travels

Brother Medler (AK ‘17) standing in 
front of the Colosseum in Rome, Italy

Brother Medler (AK ‘17) with 
the view near the Bunkers De 
Carmel in Barcelona, Spain

Brother Etz (AK ‘18) 
posing for a picture 
in Maui, Hawaii

Brother Etz (AK’18) taking a daring 
photo in the beautiful Grand Canyon 

Brandon Jaegers (AK’16) 
visited Hawaii for a week

Andrew Wade 
(AK’15) is all 
smiles while 

visiting the Garden 
of the Gods in 

Colorado
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At this time I only had about 30 credit hours until completion 
of my Bachelor’s in Chemistry, so I knew I couldn’t simply leave 
school behind.  These obstacles very quickly brought me to the 
decision to enlist in the United States Marine Corps Reserve. 
On August 8th, 2017, I took my oath to support and defend 
the constitution and a short time later on October 10th I was 
arriving at Marine Corps Recruit Depot (MCRD) San Diego for 
Boot Camp.  The three months I spent in San Diego were some 
of the hardest in my life physically, mentally, and emotionally as I 
learned the basic ideals and core values of the Marine Corps.  I 
was also put through physical training while being instilled with 
the discipline required of all Marines.  I was fortunate enough to 
not only have a constant stream of support from my family but 
from my brothers at Pike as well.  At Boot Camp, my only method 
of communication with home was through the United States 
Postal Service and I know that I had several pledge brothers that 
took a good portion of time out of their busy semester to write 
me to keep me up to date on the happenings of the fraternity 
and in their personal lives as well as to offer encouragement and 
get updates on my training.  When I graduated on January 5th, 
2018 and finally had access to my phone and the internet again 
I had even more support from other friends back home and a 
number of different pledge classes at Pike, many of whom were 
anxiously awaiting my return to the St. Louis area and eventually 
Rolla.  Some even came to meet me at the airport as I got back, 
and many others made it a point to see me over the next two 
weeks.

However, training 
was not over yet.  
In late January, I 
boarded a plane to 
return to California 
for Marine Combat 
Training (MCT) in 
Camp Pendleton.  
In this month-long 
training cycle, I 
learned to operate 
multiple weapons 
systems, how to 
maneuver under fire, 
and how to navigate 
using just a map and 
a compass.  During 
this phase, I had zero 
communication with 
friends and family 
as most of my nights 
were spent in a sleeping bag out under the stars.

Immediately upon completion of MCT, I was put on a bus 
and shipped off to Marine Corps Air Ground Combat Center 
(MCAGCC) in Twentynine Palms, California to continue my 
training at Marine Corps Communication Electronics School 
(MCCES) as a Radio Operator.  It was here that I learned how 
to work in my job in the Marine Corps.  Over the next few 
months, I learned proper radio etiquette and how to properly 
send and receive transmissions.  I also learned how to program 
and operate multiple radios on numerous different classes 
of frequencies and what equipment is best in each scenario.  
Coincidentally, this is also when I had full access to communicate 
with friends and family back home.  I had the misfortune of 
missing the initiation of two pledge classes, however, my 
brothers, especially my pledge brothers, made sure that the new 
members knew who I was and were able to pass on my ideas 
and thoughts on the benefits of joining the Alpha Kappa chapter 
of the Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity.  

The ten months that I spent in training were some of the hardest 
in my life, but it seemed that every step of the way I had not just 
my family, but my brothers there offering love and support at any 
chance they had. Because of this, I am forever grateful for the 
bonds of Phi Phi Kappa Alpha.

brotherhood
SPOTLIGHT

FAR LEFT:  1st Battalion, Bravo CO, Platoon 1031. Boot Camp 
Platoon of Geers. 
 
ABOVE: Geers in official boot camp picture in dress blues 
 
LEFT.: Brother Geers with his parents on family day, the day before 
boot camp graduation, at MCRD San Diego.

As the semester of Fall 2017 approached and I began to 
make sure everything was in order to ensure a successful 
semester, I found myself in quite the predicament.  I 
had missed the FASFA deadline and shortly afterward 
I learned that due to the financial situation of my family 
and myself, I no longer qualified for student loans.

SAM GREERS (AK ’15)

CN
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This fall, 31 men were initiated into the Alpha Kappa 
Chapter of Pi Kappa Alpha. These men are walking on 
the shoulders of the giants that have preceded them over 
the 150-year history of Pi Kappa Alpha but are more 
than ready to exceed the expectations placed on them.
This class has already begun contributing to the success of 
the chapter in more ways than one. In their first semester 
in the chapter, the new class has already attended two 

community service trips, participated in every intramural 
sport, and, most importantly, maintained an average 
GPA higher than the all men’s average for Missouri S&T. 
The theme throughout the semester for the new member 
class was to offer the energies of zealous members to the 
fraternity. This class went above and beyond this semester 
and looks to pave the way for future generations of Pikes.

New Initiates & Pledges

NEW INITIATES & PLEDGES

R U S H
As a testament to Alpha Kappa’s strength and 
reputation, our chapter has continued to recruit the 
most best men. The Fall 2018 class is composed 
of 31 outstanding, young gentlemen, and we are 
excited for the zealous energies they have to offer for 
our Fraternity moving forward. Recruitment for this 
year’s fall class included participating in many PRO 
days, hosting rush events and gauging interest with 
potential new members over dinner. Some of our rush 
events over the summer included an outing to Busch 
Stadium for a Cardinals game, bowling at Brunswick 
Zone, and an evening at the Topgolf in Kansas City. 
As a result of our success in recruitment, our chapter 
has been able to maintain its dominant size of roughly 
150 active members.

Director of Recruitment Ben Softic (AK’17) and his 
recruitment team have worked without pause in 
bringing to our chapter the most talented and bright 
men that S&T has to offer. In an effort to add more 
organization to the recruitment committee, a new 
structure for the responsibilities of rush captains 

was developed and has 
so far proved successful in 
providing clarity to the roles 
of the individual members of 
this team. The effort that our 
recruitment committee has put 
in this year has rewarded us 
tremendously in the success 
and worth of our new classes. 
Moving forward we hope that the 
skills and training the gentlemen 
of this committee have to offer will give future 
members of the recruitment committee the structure 
and knowledge to continue the tradition of robust 
recruitment that Alpha Kappa is known so well for. 

Nonetheless, through the dedication and hard work 
of these men, the Alpha Kappa chapter continues to 
strive and be the best at recruitment. We look forward 
to our continued success at Missouri S&T, on and off 
campus. 

Ben Softic (AK ‘17) 
Director of Recruitment

Want	to	help
with	RUSH?

Do you know a high school senior coming 
to Missouri S&T in the fall? Does he have 
the qualities to make an excellent Pike? Any 
suggestions will be greatly appreciated and 
actively pursued by our recruitment committee. 

CONTACT:  Jesse George   
  Director of Recruitment 
 
Email:   jagkp2@mst.edu

RUSH ORGANIZATION

Director of Recruitment 
Benjamin Softic (AK’17)

Rush Advisor 
Matthew Hagan (AK’16)

Rush Captains 
Jesse George (AK’18) 
Zach Eyler (AK’17) 

Kyle Carberry (AK’17) 
Jon Todd (AK’17)

CN
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Davis Perry

SMC (PRESIDENT)

ThC (TREASURER)

Rhett 
Romanik

DIRECTOR OF  
RECRUITMENT

Ben 
Softic

RUSH CAPTAINS 
Kyle Carberry 
Zach Eyler 
Jesse George 
Jon Todd

RECRUITMENT 
ADVISOR 
Matthew Hagan 

HOUSE MANAGER

Chris 
Oswald

DAILY DUTIES 
Tyler Sivadon

EXTERIOR 
Jonathan Zettwoch

FIX-IT 
Sean Perryman 
Jonathan Zettwoch

RECYCLING 
Joshua Bruce

STEWARD 
Cole Looney

SUPER DUTIES 
Zach Eyler 
Jonathan Zetttwoch

ASSISTANT  
HOUSE MANAGER 
Garrett Thele

SC (SECRETARY)

Jonathan 
Todd

NEW MEMBER/
PLEDGE EDUCATOR

Luke 
Schnieders

ASSISTANT 
Thomas Himmelberg

VP — RISK 
MANAGEMENT

Andrew 
Pavlik

1ST IMC (EXTERNAL VP)

Troy Khale 

CAMPUS INVOLVEMENT 
CHAIRMAN: John Nelson

COMMUNITY SERVICE 
CHAIRMAN: Thomas Himmelberg 
COMMITTEE: Jacob Mendez

CORRESPONDENCE 
CHAIRMAN: Hiram Duran

INTRAMURALS 
CHAIRMAN: Matthew Hagan 
COMMITTEE: Thomas Taglieri

PUBLIC  
RELATIONS 
WEBSITE: Kyle Carberry 
SOCIAL MEDIA: Jesse George

SORORITY RELATIONS 
CHAIRMAN: Anthony Truong 
COMMITTEE: Sean Perryman

SOCIAL 
CHAIRMAN: Ian Fitch

SPECIAL EVENTS 
CHAIRMAN: Jacob Hunter 
COMMITTEE: Alec Miller 

2ND IMC (INTERNAL VP)

Trevor Kopp

ALUMNI RELATIONS 
CHAIRMAN: Bradley Grothaus 
COMMITTEE: Alex Kardon, Rhett Romanik

BROTHERHOOD 
CHAIRMAN: Taylor Keller

COMPUTERS 
CHAIRMAN: Mark Daming

CONTINUING EDUCATION 
CHAIRMAN: Jacob Mendez

FUNDRAISING 
CHAIRMAN: Harry Medler 
COMMITTEE: Michael Sallee

HISTORIAN 
CHAIRMAN: Benton Brightwell

PARENT’S CLUB 
CHAIRMAN: Steven Fluegel       
COMMITTEE: Matthew Hagan

SCHOLARSHIP 
CHAIRMAN: Danny Moeller 
COMMITTEE: Cole Cissell, Jacob Bayless

SMC: Davis Perry

1ST IMC: Troy Kahle

2ND IMC: Trevor Kopp

ThC: Rhett Romanik

SC: Jonathan Todd

HOUSE MANAGER: Chris Oswald

NEW MEMBER  
PLEDGE EDUCATOR: Luke Schnieders

DIRECTOR OF RECRUITMENT: Ben Softic

VP—RISK MANAGEMENT: Andrew Pavlik

Fall 2018 Executive Officers

CN
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CANAAN KINDLE 
Architectural Engineering
Canaan served AK as 
Campus Involvement Chair. 
On campus, he was involved 
in GAMMA as well as 
ASCE. Canaan now works for Brinkmann 
Constructors as a Project Engineer.

DYLAN HOLDENRIED 
Mechanical Engineering
Dylan served AK in many 
ways such as SMC and 
New Member Educator. On 
campus, he was a Teacher’s 
Assistant and was a member of ASME.

CHRISTOPHER 
MURPHY 
Petroleum Engineering

Chris was very involved on 
campus as the Vice President 
of ASME, a member of  
Society of Petroleum Engineers, BBQ club, 
Student Union Board, and was an ERP 
Student Ambassador.

KEEGAN KENDRICK 
Mechanical Engineering
Keegan served AK as 
Treasurer. On campus, he was 
involved in GAMMA as well 
as ASME. Keegan works at 
Honeywell FM&T as a Mechanical Engineer.

David served AK as Public 
Relations Chair. On campus, 
he was very involved. David 
was a captain of the Men’s 
Varsity soccer team, the Vice President of 
the Student Athlete Advisory Committee, 
and a member of ASME and Order of 
Omega. David is continuing his studies 
here at Missouri S&T to obtain his PhD. His 
research interests consist of metal additive 
manufacturing and polymer composites. 

DAVID MURPHY 
Mechanical Engineering

ROGER TAYLOR
Mining Engineering

Roger served AK as the 
Correspondence Chair. On 
campus, he was involved 
in the Society of Mining 
Engineers as well as the MSM Spelunkers.

MARTIN KLEVJER 
Mechanical Engineering
Martin was very involved on 
campus as a Men’s Varsity 
soccer player. He is now an 
Intern at SINTEF Energi AS in 
Trondheim, Norway.

ROBERT PEARSON 
Biochemical Engineering
Rob served AK in many ways. 
He held the Public Relations, 
Social, and Intramural Chair. 
He also served as Director of 
Recruitment and 1st IMC. On campus, he was 
involved in American Institute of Chemical 
Engineers and Chancellor’s Leadership 
Academy. Rob is now a Field Engineer for 
Schlumberger in San Antonio, Texas. 

AARON WALTERS
Mechanical Engineering
Aaron served AK as 
Fundraising and Parents Club 
Liaison Chiar. On campus, he 
was involved in ASME as well 
as the Blue Key Honor Society.  He is now a 
Mechanical Engineer at Gardner Denver. 

NEIL 
WIARANOWSKI 
Civil Engineering

Neil was very involved on 
campus as member of the 
Miner Club as well as a 
member of the Men’s Varsity soccer team. 
He is now a Project Engineer at Brinkmann 
Constructors.

On Saturday, May, 12, 2018, twenty one members of the 
Alpha Kappa Chapter graduated from Missouri University 
of Science and Technology. Each of these members were 
invaluable to Alpha Kappa in their time here, serving in 

a plethora of different roles within the house and within 
organizations on campus. We wish these men the best 
of luck in their post-graduation endeavors and hope they 
remain involved as alumni of Pi Kappa Alpha.  

TYLER FERRELL 
Biochemical Engineering
Tyler served AK as a New 
Member Educator as well as 
Risk Manager. On campus, 
he was a member of the 
Men’s Varsity football as a player as well 
as a coach. Tyler now works in as a Lab 
Technician at 3M in Columbia, MO.

ALEXANDER 
HIGINBOTHAM 
Biochemical Engineering

Alexander served AK as 
Intramural, Sorority Relations, 
and Public Relations Chair as 
well as Director of Recruitment. On campus, 
he was a member of Chancellor’s Leadership 
Academy as well as ASCE. He now works a 
Quality Process Engineer at L’Oreal USA.

DALTON MAJOR 
Metallurgical Engineering
Dalton was very involved on 
campus as a member of the 
Men’s Varsity football team for 
three years and a coach for 
one year. He is now a Plant Metallurgist at 
Red Dog Mine in Alaska.  

Chancellor served AK as the 
House Manager. On campus, 
he was involved in ASME as 
well as Cycling Club. He is 
now a Mechanical Engineer at JRI Industries.

CHANCELLOR KURRE 
Mechanical Engineering

DREW PFYL 
Mechanical Engineering

Drew servek AK as Parent’s 
Club Liaison as well as 
New Member Educator. On 
campus, he was involved 
in ASME and the men’s club volleyball 
team. Drew is now a Field Engineer for 
Schlumberger.

ANTHONY BETCHER 
Economics

Anthony served AK as New 
Member Educator. On 
campus, he was a member of 
Theta Tua Omega and Army 
ROTC. 

JEREMY BRUDER 
Mechanical Engineering
Jeremy served AK as the 
Social and Sorority Relations 
Chair. On campus, he was 
the president of ASME. Jeremy 
is now working full-time at Boeing Phantom 
Works in St. Louis and pursuing a Masters in 
Systems Engineering from Missouri S&T. 

THOMAS BUCINSKI 
Chemical Engineering
Thomas served AK as the 
Director of Recruitment and 
Summer House Manager. On 
campus, he was involved in 
ALCE and the Blue Key Honor Society. He is 
now a Quality Engineer at Radiac Abrasives.

BRENDAN CURRAN 
Computer Science
Brendan served AK as 
Computers and Scholarship 
Chair. On campus, he was a 
Teacher’s Assistant and Vice 
President of the Cyber Defense Team. He was 
also involved in Association for Computing 
Machinery, Sig-Sec, Backpacking Club, and 
Rock Climbing Club.

BENJAMIN 
DOHOGNE 
Mechnical Engineering

Benjamin was involved 
on campus in ASME and 
Engineers Without Borders. 
He now works as an Engineer at Schaefer’s 
Electrical Enclosures. 

MASON FANNIN 
Civil Engineering
Mason was very involved on 
campus as a member of the 
Men’s Varsity soccer team 
as well as the President of 
Hooligans Soccer Fan Club. He now works 
for Turner Construction in Omaha, Nebraska 
on a Facebook Data Center.

ADAM RICHTER 
Chemical Engineering
Adam was very involved on 
campus as a member of the 
Men’s Varsity baseball team. 

ZACHARY TUHOSKI
Metallurgical Engineering

Zachary served AK helping 
with Special Events with his 
painting skills. On campus, he 
was involved in ASME and the 
Student Design Center. He is now a Project 
Engineer at Toyota North America. 

CHRIS ZDVORAK 
Chemical Engineering
Chris served AK as the 
Recruitment and Social Chair. 
On campus, he was involved 
in the Men’s Varsity soccer 
team as well as Omega Chi Epsilon and 
American Institute of Chemical Engineers. 
Chris now works for Buckman Laboratories as 
a Technical Sales Rep.

CN
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My 2018 Summer Internship at Paric Construction 
was a truly awesome experience for me. I was not 
only able to further my knowledge and experience 
in my industry, but I was also working on a very 
cool project. All of this combined made my efforts 
commendable in a job that I looked forward to every 
day, eventually leading to the offer and acceptance 
of a full-time offer starting December 2018. My 
project was the Ballpark Village Phase II expansion 
in St. Louis, MO. The Phase II expansion, a $260 
million investment, includes a 29-story residential 
tower, a 10-story office building, an 8-story Live! by 
Loews hotel, and a 3-story retail and entertainment 
building.

Besides working on such a cool and high profile 
job in my hometown, there are several other 
contributing factors to my enthusiasm to wake up at 
4:00 am and get my boots dirty. I was able to work 
outside, hands-on, adding to the St. Louis skyline. 
I spent a great deal of time outside taking field 
measurements, leading site safety meetings, taking 
notes, conducting quantity takeoff on deliveries, 
coordinating concrete trucks laying down several 
hundred yards per pour, observing and correcting 
safety issues, and keeping the office (or, onsite job 
trailer) up to date on field progress and conditions. 
When I was actually in the trailer, I worked to plan 
and direct site logistics, navigate our building’s 3D model on BIM 360 Glue, acquire my OSHA 30 hr certification, 
update drawings and specifications, and attend several meetings. 

As mentioned previously, my love for my job, paired with the tools and lessons presented to me, I was able to not 
only find the career path that was right for me but also find a full-time job offer awaiting me on the last day of my 
internship… which I graciously accepted without hesitation.

Thomas Himmelberg (AK’15)

This past summer, I had the privilege 
to return to Universal Parks and 
Resorts and work for the Engineering 
Team of Technical Services. My 
team, consisting of both mechanical 
and electrical engineers, focused on 
reliability and sustainability inside the 
parks and oversaw all safety-related 
concerns in the park. In my role, I was 
able to address a Safety Splinter Item, 
the highest priority type of project. 
Through the project, I became fully 
immersed in the design process, 
working through design reviews, 
generating drawing packages, and 
prototyping parts. In addition, I was 
able to bounce around the park 
helping the lead engineers on their 
rides. I was able to model coaster 
ride track support columns for one of 
the most famous rides in the world. 
The model was then used to redesign 
a debris net for added guest safety.

The component that set this internship 
apart from any other, was the fact 
I was able to collaborate heavily 
with multiple engineers on my team. 
Every project I worked on was with a 
different engineer. This allowed me to learn various approaches to problem-solving and experience how 
other engineers think critically.

Not many jobs can compare to one at Universal Parks and Resort. Being able to walk out of the office and 
go ride a roller coaster can’t be beat!

Brother Himmelberg (AK ‘15) working in Orlando, Florida for Universal Park 
and Resorts.

Caleb Fricano (AK’14)

SPRING ‘19 CO-OPS
Name	 CompaNy	 positioN

John Nelson Ameren Energy Delivery Department

Troy Khale Anheuser-Busch Engineering Co-op

Matthew Hagan Anheuser-Busch Engineering Co-op

Brandon Jaegers True Manufacturing Process Engineering Co-op

Alex Kardon Control Devices LLC. Mechanical Engineering Co-op

Davis Perry  Ford Motor Company F-150 Manufacturing Plant

Name	 CompaNy	 positioN

Benjamin Hughes H-J Enterprises Inc.  Software Operations Team

Martin Vaupel The Walsh Group Project Engineer Co-op

Steven Fluegel True Manufacturing Sheet Metal Operations 

Julien Denis True Manufacturing Process Engineering Co-op

Chris Oswald  Winchester Ammunition Process Engineering Co-op

Brother Fricano (AK ‘14) working on The Ballpark Village while on his 
internship with Paric Corporation

CN
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Homecoming
Homecoming this year was held on October 13th, 2018 
and marked the first time the event has been separated from 
our annual Dad’s Day. The reasoning was to attract more 
alumni as homecoming is fantastic opportunity for alumni to 
return to their alma mater to see the change in not only the 
school but the fraternity and the event gives alumni a great 
chance to reconnect with brothers of old. We were very 
pleased with our turnout and hope this only grows from here. 
On homecoming the R.V. Loyalty Award was awarded to 
a very deserving Daniel L. Ryan (AK ’06). The chapter and 
alumni had the privilege to listen to Keith Wedge (AK ‘66) 
give his speech on receiving the Distinguished Alumni award 
at Founders Day. We also got the chance to watch as the 
Donald Branson Floor was dedicated with the Branson family 
in attendance. 

The chapter was also very involved in the Homecoming 
events on campus. Special events chairman Jacob Hunter 
(AK ‘16) spearheaded homecoming with the help of Joshua 
Bax (AK ‘14). The theme for the float building contest was 
an autumn/rustic type of float and Chancellor Maples, along 
with his panel of judges, awarded us with the best float 
of homecoming. We competed in several events such as 
the three legged race and the pumpkin toss and won both 
of those events. Pi Kappa Alpha continued their tradition 
of dominating all these events to easily take the overall 
Homecoming champion. During the annual homecoming 

game the representatives of Pi Kappa Alpha were former 
dream girl Daryn Bourne and brother Jacob Hunter. They 
were able to represent the house remarkably and were 
named homecoming King and Queen at halftime, ending 
another great Homecoming for the Alpha Kappa chapter.

Families enjoy their 
tour of the local 
brewery, Public House 
Brewing Company, in 
St. James after food 
and fun back Pike.

Dad’s Day
On Saturday, October 27th, the Alpha Kappa Chapter 
of Pi Kappa Alpha set out to have our first Dad’s Day 
we have ever had in a long time. This year we wanted 
to split up weekends for the Alumni and Parents so we 
could plan different events for each group, and it still is 
enjoyable for both parties and the active chapter. Also, 
this year was the first time we ever set up and ran a 
successful Father & Son Golf Scramble at St James Golf 
Club. Everyone who participated had an amazing time. 
We had three competitions that Brother Jack Nelson 

(AK’17) and his father got the lowest score, Brother 
Thele (AK’16) took home closest to the pin, and Brother 
Fitch (AK’16) and Brother Koncki (AK’17) tied for 
longest drive. Afterward, we had our annual scholarship 
where brothers received many scholarships of varying 
accolades amounting up to $62,000 in total for the 
active chapter. For the rest of the day, the chapter and 
their families played yard games at the house, went 
to local bars, and had a very relaxing afternoon and 
evening with their families. Dad’s Day this year was a 
huge success for Alpha Kappa and we strive to continue 
this tradition and make it even better in the future!

The men of Alpha Kappa showed up and showed out 
with their dads for the Dad’s Day golf event.

One of the highlights of homecoming this year was the 
dedication of the Donald Branson floor. Honoring Donald 
Branson and his significant contribution to the Alpha Kappa 
chapter, the upstairs old edition floor will be dedicated 
in his name. Donald Branson passed away on February 
24, 2018, at the age of 90. He is survived by his wife 
of 68 years, Dottie Lee Branson, three children, four 
grandchildren, and three great-grandchildren. Donald 
was an active alum who assisted with the rebirth of the 
chapter house. For his 85th birthday, he and his family 
traveled to Rolla to see the new Chapter House; it was on 
his bucket list. While there, he was able to talk with several 
active members, telling stories from his time as a Pike at 
Rolla and ultimately strengthening the bonds that Pi Kappa 
Alpha creates. During the homecoming ceremony this year 
Donald’s family was able to be in attendance and able to 
celebrate and commemorate him. The active chapter at 

Alpha Kappa would like to thank the Branson family for 
their presence at this ceremony as we were very gratified to 
honor such a proud alum.

Donald Branson Honored

The Donald Branson floor was dedicated with the presence and 
support of the Branson family.

The Dad’s Day crowd gathered into Wolf Hall for the 
scholarship presentation.

Brother Hunter (AK ‘16) riding the Pike homecoming float with 
former dream girl Daryn Bourne during the homecoming parade.

CN
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WOLF AWARD 
Kyle Schnell

THOMPSON AWARD 
Davis Perry

RIPPERT AWARD  
Denis Julien

MORGAN AWARD 
Kyle Carberry

HUBBARD AWARD 
Jesse George 
Paal Benum

KRUGER AWARD 
Thomas Himmelberg 
Matthew Haganl

INTRAMURAL ATHLETE 
AWARD 
Matthew Hagan

FRISBEE AWARD 
Joshua Bax

DREBES AWARD  
Danny Moeller

GEVECKER AWARD 
Ben Mueller 
Jason Kostelnick 
Michael Engelbert

SCHOLASTIC awards

WHITE GPA AWARD 

3.8 – 4.0 
Paal Benum
Jesse George
Bradley Grothaus
Jacob Bayless

3.5 – 3.79 
Anthony Truong
Jon Todd
 
3.2 – 3.49  
Michael Sallee
John Iffland
Nico Dalumpines
Hiram Duran
Austin Hoerstkamp
Jon Zettwoch

SCHOLASTIC AWARD  

3.8 – 4.0 
Thomas Himmelberg
Trevor Kopp
Matthew Hagan
Brett Donner
Tyler Dachel
Kyle Carberry
Kevin Morris
Alec Stirnemann
Troy Kahle
Nicholas Posey

3.5-3.79
Davis Perry
Thomas Taglieri
Corey Jolitz
Blake Porter
Austin Nault
Creighton Miles
Will Weishaar
 

3.2-3.49
Tommy Wieschhaus
Austin Powell
Kyle Schnell
Ty Bollweg
Garrett Thele
Jared Pechette
Chris Oswald
Alex Kardon
Collin Renth
Joseph Early
Luke Mathews
Norbert Stausebach
Ian Fitch

PIKA MEMORIAL  
HQ GPA AWARD 
Jesse George 
Anthony Truong 
Will Weishaar 
Austin Wiecher 
Alec Stirnemann 
Thomas Taglieri 
Jon Todd 
Troy Kahle 
Corey Jolitz 
Thomas Himmelberg 
Kevin Morris 
Austin Nault 
Davis Perry 
Blake Porter 
Nicholas Posey 
Bradley Grothaus 
Matthew Hagan 
Trevor Kopp 
Creighton Miles 
Hiroki Gaven 
Tyler Dachel 
Brett Donner 
Dakota Eikermann 
Jacob Bayless 
Paal Ben 
Kyle Carberry

GPA ScholarshipsLEADERSHIP Awards

ALUMNI Awards

MEMORIAL 
Awards

OFFICER 
SCHOLARSHIPS 
Kyle Schnell 
Davis Perry 
Kevin Morris 

John Schweer 
Kyle Carberry 
Alex Kardon 
Steven Fluegel

HARLES WENTZ, JR. 
CHEM-E AWARD 
Michael Meyer 
Joseph Early 
Collin Renth

CHARLES WENTZ, JR. 
LEADERSHIP AWARD 
Davis Perry 
Trevor Kopp 
John Iffland

SPENCE AWARD 
Tommy Wieschhaus 

MILLER AWARD 
Drew Pavlik 
Dakota Eikermann 
Sam Geers

LATZER AWARD 
Nico Dalumpines

GUND AWARD 
Kevin Morris

GRIMM AWARD 
Kevin Morris 
Jesse George 
Kyle Carberry 
Bradley Grothaus

BAUER AWARD 
Garrett Thele 
Jacob Mendez 
Jon Zettwoch 
Jon Todd

MARKLAND AWARD 
John Schweer 
Trevor Kopp 
John Iffland 
Steven Fluegel

RAMSAY AWARD 
Brett Donner

WHITE AWARD 
Jacob Bayless

MYERS/COLOMBATTO 
Caleb Fricano 
Geoffrey Steinhart

ALYEA AWARD 
Alex Kardon

ALYEA ACHIEVEMENT 
Joseph Early

ROLLER AWARD 
Denis Julien

Scholarships & Awards

I was both honored and shocked 
to hear my name called three times 
during our scholarship presentation. 
I have always dedicated a lot of time 
to school and making grades, so 
it very gratifying to see our alumni 
organized scholarships to reward 
the active members’ hard work and 
to support the advancement of our 
academic endeavors. Furthermore, 
not only was I recognized for my 

GPA, but I was awarded the David C. 
Grimm Scholarship for my involvement 
on campus and in the community. 
I believe our advancement outside 
the classroom is just as important, if 
not more, as in the classroom, so I 
admire that our alumni remind that a 
true Pike continually strives become 
well-rounded in all facets of life.

Jesse George (AK’18)

This semester I received the Russell 
A. Gund scholarship, the David 
C. Grimm scholarship, the THC 
leadership award, and the Scholastic 
scholarship from my previous semester 
at Pi Kappa Alpha. These scholarships 
awarded to me by the Alpha Kappa 
Educational Foundation have been of 
great assistance while going through 
life in college. It is great to know that 

alumni recognize and appreciate 
what I have accomplished, and it 
encourages me to keep improving, 
not only as a student but as a great 
Fraternity man too. It is my hope 
to one day be able to give back to 
the future members of Alpha Kappa 
and return the generosity that myself 
has experienced at Alpha Kappa.

Kevin Morris (AK’16)

I was awarded the Karl R. Morgan 
Scholarship, the David C. Grimm 
Scholarship, the Pledge Educator 
Leadership Award, and the 
highest Scholastic Scholarship. 
I am beyond honored to have 
received these awards. The Karl R. 
Morgan scholarship recognizing 
me for my GPA while on varsity 
athletics and the David C. Grimm 
scholarship recognizing me for 
campus involvement, community 
service, academics, and Alpha 

Kappa involvement is to me what it 
really means to be a Pike. Overall 
involvement on campus and creating 
well-rounded men is what Pi Kappa 
Alpha is all about and I am so proud 
to have received these awards as well 
as to be a part of an organization that 
recognizes and rewards individuals 
for their hard work while at S&T. 
These awards have motivated me 
to work even harder at school, at 
Alpha Kappa, and in the community.

Kyle Carberry (AK’17)

EF
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The Alpha Kappa chapter lost a truly great man this year 
with the passing of Al Wentz (AK’54). Al was an integral 
part of the chapter who perfectly represented the ideals 
of Pike and what it means to be a zealous member and 
alumnus. The ways Al has contributed to the success and 
well being of the Alpha Kappa chapter are infinite. 

One of the biggest and best traditions in the house each 
semester was Al Wentz Week, which will be greatly 
missed. This tradition consisted of dedicating one week 
of the year to gain valuable knowledge and insight from 
nightly presentations given by Al. Al’s presentations 
covered topics such as the history of our house and chapter 
that included old historical items to presentations educating 
brothers on topics such as leadership and goal-setting as 
a chapter. These presentations never failed to captivate 
the active chapter. Recently some of the best presentations 
have covered the many adventures Al has taken cruising 
the world from the Caribbean Islands to the Mediterranean 
Sea. As well as the presentations, another highlight of Al 
Wentz Week was the night that was reserved for Alpha 
Kappa men to learn from Al’s professional knowledge of 
wine. After dinner he would invite members of age to a 
presentation of how wine tasting works and would bring a 
few of his favorites for sampling. It was always a privilege 
to have Al in Rolla for this week and we will forever 
remember the knowledge he shared. 

Al has also made huge contributions to the chapter through 
the many scholarships he has provided. The impact this has 
had on the chapter is enormous as the scholarships given 
have helped provide members a chance to further their 
education and give all their efforts to be zealous members 
of the Alpha Kappa chapter. One of these scholarships 

helps benefit those who work to make the Kapers a success 
each semester. Al assisted in the creation of the Kapers and 
has helped progress it to where it is now. 

Through his endless support given through scholarships, 
visits to the chapter, and frequent attendance at Alpha 
Kappa and alumni events, Al was an amazing Alpha 
Kappa member and alumnus. The Alpha Kappa chapter 
would love to thank him for all his efforts. We are forever 
grateful for all he has selflessly given us.

  alumni

AL WENTZ

SPOTLIGHT

Alumni Spotlight
AA
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Charles Alvin Wentz, Jr., age 82, of Edwardsville died 
on June 21, 2018.  He married Joan Domigan Kirby 
on August 6, 1983. He was born on October 12, 
1935 in Edwardsville, the son of the late Charles Alvin 
Wentz, Sr. and Frances Margaret (Bohm) Wentz. 

He is survived by one son, Christopher Wentz and 
three daughters: Sharon Evans, Suzanne Cook, 
and Sheila Wentz all of Texas; five grandchildren; 
a sister-in-law, Candy Wentz, and a nephew, 
Edward Bohm Wentz, Jr. of Edwardsville.

In addition to his parents, he was preceded in 
death by a brother, Edward Bohm Wentz, Sr. 

Raised in Edwardsville, a member of the Dirty Dozen 
EHS class of 1953, he attended MS&T, receiving a 
degree in chemical engineering and a PhD in chemical 
engineering from Northwestern University. He was 
employed by Phillips Petroleum, president of Newpark 
Waste Treatment Systems, the University of North Dakota, 
and president of ENSCO. He held patents in the chemical 
and polymer fields. He was president of Wentz Healthcare 
and International Scientific Management, and managed 
environmental research at Argonne National Laboratory.

He authored several college textbooks in environmental and 
safety engineering; was a visiting professor at SIUE and 
associate dean at Chulalongkorn University in Bangkok, 
Thailand. He graduated from the Sloan School for Senior 
Executives at MIT and also earned an MBA from SIUE. 
He published numerous technical and business papers.

He served 
on the 
board of the 
Edwardsville 
Community 
Foundation, 
the Lincoln 
School 
Alumni Foundation, Lessie Bates Davis Neighborhood 
House, the MS&T Academy of Chemical Engineers, and 
the MS&T Alpha Kappa Educational Foundation. He 
was a member of numerous professional organizations 
including a lifetime member and VP of the Edwardsville 
NAACP branch. He served on the advisory board 
to the SIUE, Dean of Engineering, and was on the 
business school Dean’s Society. He was a member of 
St. John’s United Methodist Church in Edwardsville.

Dr. Wentz established many college and vocational 
scholarships at Edwardsville High School, Missouri 
S & T, SIUE, area churches and East St. Louis High 
School. He enjoyed dancing, bridge, pinochle, old 
movies, spectator sports, gardening, hunting, fishing, 
and traveling. An avid chef, he held a certificate in 
Culinary Arts from SWIC, published several gourmet 
cookbooks and donated gourmet dinners to charity.

Memorials are suggested to the Dirty Dozen or Charles 
Alvin Wentz, Jr. Family scholarship funds at the 
Edwardsville Community Foundation, P.O. Box 102, 
Edwardsville, IL 62025 or St. John’s United Methodist 
Church, 7372 Marine Road, Edwardsville, IL 62025.

AL WENTZ

AA
Alumni News

CARL GENE PENZEL, PE, BSCE ‘55

 It is with great sadness that we announce the passing 
of Carl Gene Penzel on November 20, 2018, former 
beloved president and owner of Penzel Construction 
Co., Inc. Born in Jackson, Missouri on January 10, 
1934 to Carl L. and Mettie Penzel, Gene would go on 
to live a full and meaningful life with a focus on service 
to others.

Gene was a 1951 graduate of Jackson High School. 
He completed a one-year pre-engineering program 
at Southeast Missouri State before enrolling in the 
engineering program at the University of Missouri, Rolla. 
In 1955, Gene earned his Bachelor of Science, Civil 
Engineering degree and, shortly thereafter, became a 
Professional Engineer.

After graduation, Gene enlisted in the U.S. Navy and 
attended Officer Candidate School in Newport, Rhode 
Island. He then enrolled in advanced flight training 
in Kingsville, Texas, where he would become the 
first student to be instructed in jet aircraft. He was a 
distinguished naval aviator who went on to become a 
naval flight trainer in Pensacola, Florida. He instructed 
future naval pilots in fighter tactics, instruments, cross-
country navigation, bombing, gunnery and aircraft 
carrier qualifications. Gene served honorably from 
1955–1959 achieving the rank of lieutenant.

In Loving Memory
CARL GENE PENZEL

Whatcha been up to?
Send us your news to be  
featured in the Kapers!

• Career Promotion 
• Engagement
• Wedding
• Birth Announcement
• World Travels
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This past Labor Day weekend, 11 brothers and 
friends shared in several days of golf and evenings 
of stories of days gone by.  The tradition of gathering 
together over Labor Day spans over four decades, 
but not always at the Lake of the Ozarks for golf.  
However for many years the Lake has been the 
setting for a golf outing where AK alums, both high 
and low handicappers, enjoy the opportunity to 
play as much or as little golf as they like. But more 
importantly they catch up with old friends or make 
new friends from different eras.  In fact, some don’t 
play, but only drop by to share in the festivities.  

Each evening after dinner, it’s time to relax 
playing cards, telling stories from back in 
the day, or watching football games to cap 
off the evening.  And speaking of meals, 
we do eat well during the weekend!

There were regrets that more AK alumni hadn’t 
joined in the weekend’s activities.  In 2019, the 
festivities are going to move to early October.  It is 
hoped that by moving the weekend to avoid Labor 
Day, more brothers will have fewer conflicts and 
will be able to join in.  A date hasn’t been set yet.  
Next summer when you receive the initiation for 
the Labor Day weekend outing, don’t just ignore it.  
Call a few pledge brothers and come on out.  It’s 
a great way to close out the summer.  If you’re not 
a golfer, don’t let that stop you from joining in.

If you want to be sure to receive the notice, 
send me an email at the address below.

Glenn Phillips 
g_s_phillips@yahoo.com

LABOR DAY WEEKEND  GOLF OUTING
l a k e  o f  t h e  o z a r k s

Those in attendance, from left, front row: Roger Nekula, Adam Nekula, Bob Scanlon, Terry Hill, Glenn Phillips, and Tom Sontheimer. 
Back row:  Hugh Kind, Tom Bartnett, Dan Scott, and Phil Colombatto

ANDREW PLYER AK ‘09 and his wife Lauren 
welcomed a baby boy on August 9th, 2017. His 
name is Chase Lawrence (8lbs 11oz)

LOGAN FITCH AK ‘12 became engaged to 
Meredith McGhee who is also a graduate of 
S&T and is now in law school at the University of 
Missouri. The wedding date is set to May 23rd, 
2020 and will be held in St. Louis

ONLINE DONATION PORTAL NOW ACTIVE!  
The Alpha Kappa Educational Foundation is 
ready to announce it has successfully opened the 
new online donation portal. Donations can now 
be made using a credit card and either a one-time 
or reoccurring basis! The portal found at  
https://akpikes.org/donate/ makes your gift of 
assisting the Alpha Kappa’s continued edge in 
building tomorrow’s professional and societal 
leaders an easy and rewarding process. All 
donations to the Alpha Kappa Educational 
Foundation are 501(c)(3) tax-deductible. A 
written acknowledgement of the contribution 
will be returned upon successful receipt of 
your gift. The portal also gives the option to 
dedicate your donation in honor or in memory 
of someone or support a specific scholarship. We 
encourage you to check it out and ensure our 
continued impact for future leaders. Thank you 
in advance!

  akpikes.org/donate



The 2018 Annual Golf outing was the largest ever as 
thirteen foursomes of Alpha Kappa alumni met for the third 
year in a row at The Quarry at Crystal Springs in Creve 
Coeur, MO to tee it up.

The shotgun start was at 8:00 am as the Brothers hit the 
course with their Goody Bag filled with snacks, sleeve of 
balls, tees, and other swag. A rainstorm interrupted play 
after about 12 holes and we headed back to the clubhouse 
for an early lunch and we were quickly back on the course 
to finish up. After the round we gathered for the usual 
introduction of first time attendees, update on Chapter 
news, and the golf awards and raffle prizes. 

Because of the large turnout this year we had two flights. 
“A” Flight was initially a tie between the foursome of 
Andrew Keevan, Mason Brown, Will Castillo, Dylan 
Holdenreid and the foursome of Adam Altmann, Dan 
Stokes, Ned Matuszak, and Sam Shaffer with a score of 
61.  Adam’s Crew won the day as his team had the lower 
aggregate roll number (see by-laws). “B” Flight was won 
by Jim Poncirolli, Tom Castro, Glenn Phillips, Eric Phillips 
with a score of 68. For individual golf performance, Neil 
Fehr got longest drive, and one of his teammates, Andrew 
Arnold, hit closest to the pin. All of these winners received 
a dozen Titleist Golf Balls for their prowess on the grass. 

Raffle prizes finished the awards. Among the winners 
this year included Roger Nekula with the set of four box 
seats 20 rows behind home plate donated by Beelman 
Logistics, Sam Shaffer bagged the set of two box seats 
donated by Brother Penberthy. In addition Adam Altmann 
won an Amazon Echo, and Andy Reitter won the 4 bottle 
assortment of specialty booze. A total of 11 raffle prizes 
were given out this year. 

The AKAA would like to have the Golf Outing again in 
2019. However, the Golf Committee that has coordinated 

the event for the last 7 years and has decided to allow 
others to take charge for 2019.  As such, we are looking 
for a group of 4–6 people to put things together with the 
prior committee providing consulting and advice. Please 
contact the AKAA via our email to let us know if you are 
interested in keeping the Golf Outing going. Thank you to 
the outgoing Golf Committee of Greg Klumb, Robert Van 
Camp, Steve Penberthy, and Charlie Klumb for their great 
work the last 7 years, and to all of the 52 people that 
attended the 2018 Golf Outing, we hope you had a great 
time!

2018 AKAA Roster
(Names in italics are first time attendees)

 
John Clawson, Darin 
Franklin, Tom Trautman, 
Don Anselm 

Tim Scanlon, Jake Scanlon, 
John Hohenberger, Fred 
Hohenberger

Jim Poncirolli, Tom Castro, 
Glenn Phillips, Eric Phillips

Greg Klumb, Robert Van 
Camp, Steve Penberthy, 
Charlie Klumb

Andy Reitter, Robbie 
Belleville, Mike Hayes, 
Ryan Hiestand

Jim Murphy, Bob 
Sieckhaus, Jim Van Buren, 
Phil Jozwiak

Neil Fehr, Joel Birke, 
Andrew Arnold, Tom Graff

Dean Berger, Elmer 
Schneider, Phil Columbatto, 
Steve Biederman 

Roger Nekula, Dan Boyce, 
Wally Fitzpatrick, Tom 
Sontheimer

Parth Shah, Joe Graff, Nick 
Bouvette, Jake Shaw

Erik Schou, Scott Schorer, 
Will Wyne, Thomas 
Bucinski  

Andrew Keevan, Mason 
Brown, Will Castillo, Dylan 
Holdenreid

Adam Altmann, Dan 
Stokes, Ned Matuszak, 
Sam Shaffer
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During the 2018 Founder’s Day festivities Keith 
Wedge was announced as the recipient of the 
Distinguished Alumni award. 

General W. Keith Wedge served on active and 
reserve status as an Army engineer officer for over 
30 years. During his career, he commanded Army 
engineer units at a company, battalion, group, and 
brigade levels, and served as III Corps Engineer 
at Fort Hood, Texas. General Wedge received a 
B.S. degree in 1970, an M.S. degree in 1971, 
and a Ph.D. in 1973 in Geology/Geophysics 
form Missouri S&T. He was also the recipient of 
an S&T Award of Professional Distinction in 2003. 
He is a 1995 graduate of the U.S. Army War 
College and a 2001 graduate of the National 

Defense University. After retirement from the Army 
in 2004, he served for two years as president of 
the Fort Leonard Wood-Mid Missouri Chapter of 
the Association of the United States Army, and 
worked as Program Manager for Contingency 
Engineering at Advancia’s Army Programs 
Office in St. Robert, Missouri. He was also an 
Adjunct Professor at Webster University in the 
graduate degree program at Fort Leonard Army 
Engineer Association, and in the Rolla community 
as treasurer of the Missouri S&T Miner Alumni 
Association, past president of the Missouri S&T 
Academy of Mines and Metallurgy, secretary of 
the Rolla Noon Kiwanis Club, and President of the 
Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity Educational Foundation. 
General Wedge was inducted into the first class of 
the U.S. Army National Hall of Fame in 2016.

GENERAL W. KEITH WEDGE

ALPHA KAPPA ALUMNI
Distinguished

THE SELECTION PROCESS

The selection of the Alpha Kappa 
Distinguished Brother is made by 
men who have received this award 
in previous years. They would 
greatly appreciate suggestion of 
names to consider for future years.  

Brothers suggested should have 
had outstanding professional 
career accomplishments. 
Service to Pi Kappa Alpha and/
or MST is not necessary. 

Please forward suggestions to:  
Bob Brockhaus 
bob@brockhausgroupl.net

PREVIOUS DISTINGUISHED ALPHA KAPPA BROTHERS ARE:

Enoch Needles — Founder and Partner, HNTB Corporation

Melvin Carnahan — Governor, State of Missouri

Ronald Miller — Vice-President, Proctor and Gamble

Steve Wunning — Group, President, Caterpillar

Bryan Stirrat — Founder and President, BAS and Associates

Dr. Robert Markland — Professor and Administrator,  
University of South Carolina

Dr. Robert Brockhaus — Entrepreneur and Coleman  
Endowed Chair, Saint Louis University

Dr. Keith Wedge — Brigadier General, United States Army

2018 AK GOLF SCRAMBLE
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For the establishment of friendship on a 
firmer and more lasting basis;

For the promotion of brotherly love and 
kind feeling,

For the mutual benefit and advancement 
of the interests of those with whom we 
sympathize and deem worthy of our 
regard,

We have resolved to form a fraternity, 
believing that thus we can most 
successfully accomplish our object.

Our fraternity started with the friendship of six 
students at the University of Virginia.  The first 
organizational meeting was held on March 1, 
1868.  These defining goals are as relevant today 
as they were 150 years ago.  It is what binds our 
fraternity together.

What is the value of fraternity brotherhood today? 
I would suggest that our fraternity experience 
teaches us real-world lessons that are not taught 
in the classroom… social skills that are vital in the 
business world… everything from table manners 
to how to communicate, set goals, and deal with 
conflict.

Our fraternity encourages good scholarship, 
sportsmanship, leadership, citizenship and service.  
But the substance of our fraternity is brotherhood.  
Cooperation and teamwork are important lessons 
when you enter the business world.

As was mentioned, I had a career in the U.S. Army.  
I often think of the seven Army values of Loyalty, 
Duty, Respect, Selfless Service, Honor, Integrity, 
and Personal Courage as values that I had already 
learned in my fraternity experience.

I also believe the fraternity adopts the role of family 
during our undergraduate years…and we develop 
friendships that will be unsurpassed throughout our 
lives.  As undergraduates we develop ”friendships 
on a firmer and more lasting basis”…

As a 17 year old freshman in 1965, I knew that I 
wanted to join a fraternity.  I came down to either 
KA or PiKA.  Kappa Alpha had the newer house 
at the time, but I was more impressed with the men 
of Pi Kappa Alpha. I chose Pi Kappa Alpha and it 
was one of the best decisions of my life. Looking 
back, there are many successes that I have had 
that would not have happened if it were not for my 
association with Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity. I met my 
wife through Pi Kappa Alpha. She was in a sorority 
at what today is Missouri State University, and I was 
helping establish a PiKA colony at the university in 
Springfield. We were one of three marriages that 
resulted between my fraternity and her sorority. Pi 
Kappa Alpha also encouraged me to join service 
organizations and gain leadership experience.

I was one of the 13 brothers that were initiated in 
February of 1966. One of my pledge brothers, 
Fred Hohenberger, was the “best man” at my 
wedding 48 years ago. Fred was chapter SMC in 
1969, our IFC rep, and after graduation served on 
the Alpha Kappa House Corporation and as District 
President in 1974–75.  Fred is here today. Another 
pledge brother and his wife remained close friends 

KEITH WEDGE

ALPHA KAPPA ALUMNI
Distinguished

for over 40 years. We traveled to China together in 
2008 and later to Spain, Italy, and other countries 
in Europe.  Friendship on a firmer and more lasting 
basis.

For many years now, I have been involved with 
the 50-year Golden Alumni Reunion at Missouri 
S&T. Our alumni come back to connect with their 
fraternity brothers. They are also asked which 
professor has the greatest influence on their career.  
If I would answer this, it would be a professor that 
I never took a class from… but who taught me so 
much more outside the classroom. I think most of 
you will feel the same way in 20, 30, or 40 years. 
You will remember and appreciate the impact your 
chapter advisor and fraternity brothers had on your 
growth and development.

When I was told that I would share this recognition 
with Bob Wolf as a Distinguished Brother, I was 
greatly honored and I prepared my remarks 
intending to reminisce about Bob and the great 
influence that he had on me and on so many other 
young men. In just our fraternity alone, I would 
say that he had a very positive impact on the lives 
of hundreds of our brothers.  But it was decided 
yesterday that Bob’s award would be presented at 
Founders’ Day when Dottye Wolf will be able to 
attend.

But still, I want to say a few words about Bob:  Bob 
always stressed service to our fraternity, university, 
and community… along with his constant advice to 
“study, rush, and be gentlemen.”
 

Bob Wolf served our fraternity for over 50 years 

from his initiation in 1948 until his death in 1999. 
I was fortunate to have been an undergraduate 
when Bob was serving as National Rush Director in 
1967 and 68 and then as National Vice President 
in 1968 and 69… I had the opportunity to attend 
three national conventions with Bob.

Bob received our national fraternity’s Loyalty 
Award in 1985. He was also loyal to his church 
and his university. In 1994, the Miner Alumni 
Association designated the annual Alumni Service 
award as the “Robert V. Wolf Alumni Service 
Award” in recognition of his long-time service to 
the university. This award is presented every year at 
Homecoming.

I was initiated over 50 years ago... February of 
1966. I still remember the Ode to a Pledge that we 
learned:

Yesterday is gone forever, Tomorrow is 
yet to be, The destiny of Pi Kappa Alpha, 
Rests today with thee….

For many of you that are now undergraduates, your 
fraternity will have a big impact on your life, ways 
that you may not even imagine today. You will have 
an exciting life ahead of you… make the most of it 
and remember what you learned as a Pike and Phi 
Phi K A.
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Like we have for almost 20 years, this summer the 
Chapter House will once again be brought back to “a 
like new only better” condition.  Last year, the carpeting 
was replaced in the TV room with wood grained laminate 
tile.  This year we are completing the conversion of 
the TV room into a large study area.  This will include 
whiteboards, laptop terminals, movable tables and chairs 
to allow flexibility for small and larger study groups.  This 
conversion was requested by the Active Chapter and we 
were happy to provide an improved study environment.

To increase security, all exterior doors will now be 
opened with individually coded fobs.  The security system 
will record what fob was used to open a door and the 
time of the entry.  This will eliminate passcodes being 
shared with non-members.  Each fob can be disabled 
if lost. In addition, we will be increasing the quantity 
and quality of the cameras in the security system,

We also will be resurfacing and striping 
the parking lot.  And have already installed 
drinking fountains that can fill water bottles.

The current men that are members of the House 
Corporation are Bob Brockhaus, President; Dave 
Zimmerman, Vice-president; Jim Murray, Treasurer; 

Andy Reitter, Secretary; Steve Biederman; Keith 
Wedge, President, AKEF; Will Wyne, President, 
AKAA; and Chris Ramsay, Chapter Advisor.  

While all members of the HC play significant roles, no 
one spends more time and provides more assistance than 
Steve Biederman.  Steve leads the summer maintenance 
and improvement program every summer making 
weekly trips from St. Louis to ensure that the process 
is proceeding efficiently with student help and outside 
contractors.  Steve’s experience as the former president 
of a major construction company is very crucial in 
maintaining and improving the $8 million dollar Chapter 
House.  We all owe Steve a BIG THANK YOU!!

The House Corporation welcomes all alumni to return 
whenever possible to see our “home” and to meet 
the men who are all of our Brothers.  Founders’ Day 
would be a great time.  Danny Ryan who received the 
Robert V. Wolf Award for service will be the keynote 
speaker.  Danny is one of the senior members of 
the Pi Kappa Alpha International Office, serves on 
the MST Alumni Association Board and was the first 
undergraduate to receive the Donald D. Myers award 
for service to others which is open to all MST students. 

CHAPTER  HOUSE
REPORT

During the 2018 Homecoming festivities, 
Daniel Ryan was announced as the 
recipient of the Robert V. Wolf Loyalty 

Award in recognition of distinguished leadership and 
outstanding services to the Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity. 

Danny was born and raised in Springfield, IL and 
attended Missouri S&T from 2005–2010. He 
graduated with a degree in Mechanical Engineering 
in 2012 while working for the International Fraternity. 
Danny is currently pursuing a Master of Science and 
Information Systems from the University of Memphis.

During his time as an undergrad at Rolla, Danny 
served the chapter as President, Recruitment 
Chairmen, Internal Vice President, and Secretary. 
He was also heavily involved on campus and held 
positions on the St. Pat’s Board, Student Council, 
Theta Tau Omega, and Blue Key Honor Society.

Danny lists his most memorable and impactful 
experiences in college as being Recruitment Chairman 
for Alpha Kappa first, with the St. Pat’s Centennial 
Court and Spring Break 2008 with 30+ chapter 
brothers as a close second in terms of fun.

After leaving Missouri S&T, Danny set out as a 
consultant for the International Fraternity. Traveling to 
well over 30 chapters as far north as Canada, to the 
east and west costs, and many places in between. 
Along the way, he assisted with recruitment in the 
Carolinas, and started two new chapters in a five 
week span recruiting 110 men at Texas A&M and 60 
men at the University of Idaho. 

Danny currently serves the International Fraternity 
at Memorial Headquarters in Memphis, TN as the 
Education Officer in charge of overseeing PIKE 
University events and efforts. As many learn during 
their First PIKE U event, Pi Kappa Alpha is much 
larger than just Missouri S&T. In what is a challenging 
time for fraternities, to say the least, PIKE University 
plays an important role in helping support the positive 
impact chapters are having on their campuses and 
communities. At the university, Danny serves on the 
board of directors for the Miner Alumni Association.

Danny is recently engaged to his longtime girlfriend, 
Shahd Alassadi, who is also a Missouri S&T alum. 
This year, when Danny gets married there will be 
many, if not more, Pikes from other chapters in 
attendance. Working at MHQ has allowed him to 
build friendships with men who share similar ideals 
and passions for the fraternity.

DANIEL RYAN RECEIVES
WOLF

OYALTY L
AWARD
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2018 Summer Renovations
Led by Summer House Manager Brandon Jaegers (AK’16), 
the house received a few upgrades during the summer break. 
Some upgrades to note are new flooring in the recreation 
room. This room previously had carpet but was replaced with 
linoleum panels to be consistent with the flooring in the 

hallways. Along with this, 
a new water fountain 
was installed in the 
upstairs hallway, which is 

notable for filling up water bottles. Already over twelve 
thousand water bottles have been saved with this water 
fountain. The house also got fresh paint throughout the 
interior and the floor in Wolf Hall got resurfaced. 

A few of the smaller things that were accomplished were 
re-felting the pool table, repairing damaged walls, towel 
racks, and drawers, and upkeeping the exterior during the 
summer months. Jaegers worked closely with Housing 
Corporation representative Steve Biederman, as well as with 
a team of brothers that were hand picked to aid in these 
projects.

 NEWS

Please help the active chapter update the alumni database by 
either filling out the “Alumni Update” below, or by contacting Rhett 
Romanik by email at rardqf@mst.edu. This information is not given 
to us by the University, and must be obtained in another way. 
Additionally, feel free to contact the alumni relations chairman 
if you have any comments or article suggestions for the Kapers. 
Thank you for your time.

FOUNDER’S DAY 2019 — R.S.V.P. 
Alpha Kappa will be holding a lunch during Founder’s 
Day. Please let us know if you plan to attend.

q ATTENDING  q MIGHT ATTEND q NOT ATTENDING

HISTORY BOOK
In a continuing effort to fully distribute the Alpha Kappa 
history book, please complete this section.

q  I have already received my copy

q  Please send me a copy

ALUMNI UPDATE
In order for you to receive your history book, Kapers, and 
future mailings accurately, we need to verify your address.

Name

Address

Email

Phone

Say anything and/or send pictures! Update the Chapter 
and Alumni Association on your current activites to be 
published in the next Kapers.

q I am interested in receiving the Kapers digitally

Please consider this schedule of times to be 
tentative. We will have a much more accurate 
schedule of events for this weekend going out 
at the beginning of next semester. For further 
information contact SMC Kyle Carberry by 
email at kecnpb@mst.edu.

FRIDAY, MARCH 1ST

All Day  
Open House

SATURDAY, MARCH 2ND

All Day  
Open House 

9:00 a.m.   
Educational Foundation Meeting 
at Chapter house in the conference room

10:00 a.m.  
House Corporation Meeting 
at Chapter house in the conference room

12:00 p.m.  
Lunch

1:00 p.m.  
Keynote Speaker

SUNDAY, MARCH 3RD

All Day  
Open House

FOUNDER’S DAY
Schedule

Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity

CHAPTER  HOUSE
NEWS

TOP: Newly felted pool table 
.  
LEFT: The new water fountain in the 
upstairs old edition wing that has 
already saved over twelve thousand 
water bottles.  
 
RIGHT: New flooring in the TV room.

CN
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